Building Data Applications with
the Looker Extension Framework
The Looker Extension Framework is a development
framework that significantly reduces the effort and
complexity of building custom data applications and
tools, such as:
• Internal platform applications for your company
• External platforms for your customers, such
as customer portals for Embedded Analytics
applications built with data in Looker

API Explorer for Discovering
More within the Looker API
API Explorer is a new, interactive, and easy way to explore
the Looker API. It helps you prototype requests in the
language of your choice, and actually execute API calls.

• Targeted internal tools
• Applications for embedding in external applications
The Extension Framework takes care of some of the
more tedious aspects of building a web application
so that you can focus on starting development right
away. Custom applications and tools created with the
Extension Framework can be accessed from within
Looker, allowing the Extension Framework to handle:
• Hosting
• Authentication
• Authorization
• API access, including letting you leverage other
common developer resources, such as third-party
API endpoints, within Looker
Developers have used the Extension Framework to
build innovative and useful applications available in the
Looker marketplace. Let’s look at three examples of
such applications.
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The API Explorer provides all the details you expect
from documentation and then goes beyond that to
help developers get from Zero to ‘Hello World’ as fast
as possible.
‘Run It’ lets you execute complex API calls without
writing any code. You provide your inputs in a hard-tomess-up form UI (rather than complex dicts or models),
press the button, and then it runs your call. The
response comes in a standard JSON format, but can
also return complex formats such as PDFs or PNGs.
‘Example mining’ lets you immediately see in-context
examples of the function you’re interested in, and may
even link you to an example script that does exactly
what you’re hoping to accomplish. If you’re interested
in all the features, install it from the Marketplace and
explore on your own.

Segment by 4 Mile Analytics for
Dataset Metrics Comparisons
The Segment application, built by 4 Mile Analytics,
enables Looker users to define, save, and apply a
collection of filter criteria “segments” to any Looker query.
Segments allow easy comparison of metrics between
slices of a dataset, answering questions like, “How
does the conversion rate of Texas millennials compare
to the conversion rate of New York baby boomers, and
how do they compare to the total user base?”
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Extension Framework applications can be quickly
developed and deployed as part of Looker’s core
codebase. Because the applications are hosted inside
Looker, users are already authenticated and can
visualize their model without leaving Looker. Looker
UI Components further enable application developers
to match the look and feel of the Looker platform,
accelerating front-end development.

Data Driven University for
Online Learning
Data Driven University is an online learning platform
that leverages a Chrome extension to allow users to
'learn by doing' when completing training exercises
directly in Looker. It helps customers quickly onboard
business users, developers, and admins to get ROI on
the product. Data Driven had an existing and separate
Node.js application, but wanted to create an Extension
Framework version of their application so they could
meet their users where they already lived—inside Looker!

One developer took one day to port their application
to the Looker Extension Framework, which allows
rapid migration because it uses industry standard
technologies. Very minimal changes were required
to their codebase, and the open source example
repositories and documentation were extremely useful
in giving this company the blueprint for migration.
Another huge win for them was the ability to take
advantage of the Extension SDK: it provided built-in
methods for storing secrets and securely connecting
to their backend.
“Developing against the Looker Extension Framework
was a huge win for us. We were able to delight our
users by providing them with an integrated experience
inside of Looker. Our development team was able
to quickly migrate our application while maintaining
privacy and security. We've delivered a tremendous
amount of value to our shared users with minimal lift
on our end.” Jawad Laraqui. CEO, Data Driven.
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Start Building with the
Extension Framework
These three examples demonstrate the breadth and
depth of applications developers have built using the
Extension Framework.
The next app made with the Extension Framework
could very well be one that you create.

The easiest way to get started is to first generate a new
starter extension from a template, and then customize
and add functionality to that starter. This ensures that
all configuration and packaging is correct, which can
be difficult to do manually.
See example on the Looker Developer Portal on how
to create a new Looker project for your extension and
generate a starter extension.
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